
DERBYSHIRE  PUB  QUIZ  LEAGUE                   SEASON 2010-11                                        MARCH  23   2011                            

 

ROUND  ONE   Individual Questions. Pick a number 1 to 10. 2pts for a correct answer. 1pt for a bonus. 

 

1. On which instrument could you play a pibroch on your chanter?     Bagpipes 

2. On what articles would you be likely to see the Latin words Hic Jacet inscribed?   Gravestones (Here Lies) 

3. Funchal is the capital of which island group?       Madeira 

4. Which travel writer wrote A Walk in the Woods?       Bill Bryson 

5. Which is the only bear native to South America?       Spectacled Bear 

6. What does the Italian phrase La Dolce Vita translate as?      The Sweet Life 

7. In which city is Santa Monica Bay?        Los Angeles (acc Malibu) 

8. The Levade, Piaffe and Passage are movements in what sporting discipline?    Dressage 

9. Whose portrait by Graham Sutherland was allegedly destroyed by the subject’s wife?   Winston Churchill 

10.Which seeds from a tropical Asian plant can be used on salads or as topping on loaves of bread? Sesame 

 

ROUND TWO  Team Questions. Pick a number 1 to 8. 1pt for a correct answer. 1pt for a bonus. 

 

1. The 1990s 

    a. Who said after a world tour (aged 72) that he felt like a boy of 36?     Nelson Mandela 

    b. Who left the UK government over a secret house loan?      Peter Mandelson 

    c. For whose murder was Yigal Amir convicted?       (Yitzhak) Rabin 

 

2. Movies – the horror genre 

    a. Night of the Living Dead, Creepshow, Hungry Wives – which director?    George Romero 

    b. What did a Jewish Rabbi in Prague create to protect his people from persecution?   The Golem 

    c. On what day did Michael Myers become a monster behind that mask?    Halloween 

 

3. Events of early March 

    a. Who was arrested in a bar called La Perle?      John Galliano 

    b. Who took the first steps to making his name a trademark?     Julian Assange 

    c. Who wounded young Tom Cowan?       Ashley Cole 

 

4.  Physics  

    a. What is an unchanging position in which forces cancel each other out?    Equilibrium 

    b. What does STP stand for?         Standard Temperature and  

            Pressure 

    c. What is the ability of fluids to offer resistance to flow?      Viscosity 

 

5. Insects 

    a. What is the common name for drosophila used much in laboratories?    Fruit Fly 

    b. What is the staple diet of the silkworm?        Mulberry Leaves 

    c. What do insects use their spiracles for?        Breathing 

  

6. Television Chefs 

    a. Who is John Torode’s sidekick on the cookery contest Masterchef?    Greg Wallace 

    b. Which famous chef is performing a ‘Mission Impossible’ weekly on Channel 4?   Heston Blumenthal 

    c. Who has started a ‘Dream School’ on Channel 4 with teachers including Simon Callow, Rolf 

        Harris and David Starkey attempting to give failing kids a last chance of an education?  Jamie Oliver 

 

7. Catchphrases  - who were or are known for the following: 

    a. Hello, John, got a new motor?         Alexei Sayle 

    b. Correctomundo!?          The Fonz (Happy Days) 

    c. D’oh!?           Homer Simpson   

 

8. Seas and Waterways 

    a. England’s highest waterfall is Cauldron Snout – on which river is it?    The Tees 

    b. The Bay of Fundy has the world’s highest tides – in which country is it?    Canada  

    c. Name the body of water between Madagascar and mainland Africa?    Mozambique Channel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ROUND THREE Individual Questions.  Pick a number 1 to 10. 2pts for a correct answer. 1pt for a bonus. 

 

1.Who played Geraldine Grainger in a popular TV sitcom?        Dawn French (Vicar of Dibley) 

2. What is the name of the finishing plaster used to fill in cracks in masonry and between tiles?  Grout 

3. Which 50’s British rocker was born Reginald Leonard Smith?     Marty Wilde 

4. The battle of Towton in 1461 was the bloodiest conflict in which war?    Wars of the Roses 

5. Which Vietnamese village was the scene of a massacre by US troops in 1968?    My Lai 

6. According to legend upon which mountain did Noah’s Ark finish after the flood?   Mount Ararat 

7. From what material were the original jeans produced by Levi Strauss made?    Canvas 

8. What is the Jewish name for the Day of Atonement?      Yom Kippur 

9. Who said in 1918 ‘What is our task? To make Britain a fit country for heroes to live in’?  Lloyd George 

10. Which historical hero is commemorated by Moscow Spartak FC.     Spartacus 

 

ROUND  FOUR Team Questions. Pick a number 1 to 8. 1pt for a correct answer. 1pt for a bonus. 

 

1.Musical Instruments 

   a. To which instrument does the orchestra tune up?       Oboe 

   b. Which instrument is known as ‘the clown of the orchestra’?     Bassoon 

   c. To which section of the orchestra does the glockenspiel belong?     Percussion 

 

2.  Astronomy 

   a. What are the zones of charged particles around the Earth, held in place by the Earth’s 

       magnetic field?          Van Allen Belts 

   b. What word is used for the point at which the moon is closest in its orbit to the Earth?   Perigee 

   c. What name is given to the darkest shadow cast by a heavenly body during an eclipse?  Umbra 

 

3.  Blockbusters 

   a. What C.G. is an inability of someone to take someone else’s statement at face value?   Credibility Gap 

   b. Which P.P. is the concept that in a large organisation every individual is promoted one level 

       above their actual competence?         Peter Principle 

   c. Which D.L. is to deal with a crisis by minimizing its effects to the best extent possible?  Damage Limitation 

 

4. Literary Characters 

   a. Who was told where to find a fortune in treasure by the Abbe Faria.    Edmund Dantes/Count of Monte  

            Cristo 

   b. Who are Pod, Homily and Arrietty?        The Borrowers 

   c. Whose lover was Julia, a junior member of the anti-sex league?     Winston Smith (1984) 

 

5. Word Meanings –please allow close/similar answers – what do the following mean: 

   a. Lassitude?          Weariness 

   b. Dissembling?          Pretence/Concealment 

   c. Bellicosity?           Aggressiveness/Being warlike 

 

6. Cookery Terms - what do the following terms mean (Allow near answers): 

   a.  Mornay?           Served with cheese sauce 

   b. Indienne?           Curried 

   c. Bonne Femme?          In country style 

 

7.  Movies – identify the film from the description - the titles include a number. 

   a. This 1955 movie sees a married man have a fling with the girl upstairs who happens to be 

        Marilyn Monroe!           The Seven Year Itch 

   b. Jack Nicholson plays a middle-class drifter who jilts his pregnant mistress for his brother’s  

       fiancée in this 1970 movie.         Five Easy Pieces 

   c. Mickey Rourke and Kim Basinger starred in this 1986 film about an affair between a Wall St 

      executive and an art gallery employee!        Nine and a Half Weeks 

 

8.  Mottoes 

   a. What is the motto of the Girl Guides?        Be Prepared (same as the  

            Scouts) 

   b. Which island’s motto is ‘Whichever way you throw me I stand’?     Isle of Man 

   c. Per Mare Per Terram is which military organisation’s motto?     The Royal Marines 

 

 

 

 

 



ROUND  FIVE Individual Questions. Pick a number 1 to 10. 2pts for a correct answer.1pt for a bonus 

 

1. Which literary title character has a friend called Captain Haddock?     Tintin 

2. What do we call a resort or town where people go to visit the mineral springs?    A  Spa 

3. What kind of lens has a curved outward surface?       Convex 

4. Which  dance originating in Brazil is named from the Portuguese words for ‘new voice’?  Bossa Nova 

5. Which puppet used to do magic tricks with ‘oofle dust’ on children’s TV?    Sooty 

6. Which is the highest rank in the British nobility?       Duke 

7. What was Radio 2 called before 1967?        The Light Programme 

8. On whose orders was Leon Trotsky assassinated in Mexico?      Stalin 

9. In a book and a film what kind of creature terrorises the US resort of Amity?    Great White Shark 

10. Which ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer wrote a diet book?      Nigel Lawson 

 

ROUND  SIX  Team Questions. Pick a number 1 to 8. 1pt for a correct answer. 1pt for a bonus. 

 

1.Kings and Queens 

   a. Which king of England had a mother and a son both beheaded?     James I 

   b. What did Louis XVIII say was ‘the politeness of Kings’?      Punctuality 

   c. Who was England’s last Tudor monarch?       Elizabeth I 

 

2. Computing  

   a. Which acronym describes text displayed graphically?      WYSIWYG 

   b. William Gibson invented the term for the hypothetical environment in which communication 

       over computer networks occurs – which term?       Cyberspace 

   c. What type of memory is volatile?        RAM 

 

3. Out East 

   a. In which modern country are the ports of Sidon and Tyre?      Lebanon 

   b. What is the capital of Hong Kong?        Victoria 

   c. What is the currency of Vietnam?        The Dong 

 

4. The Senses  

   a. Although recently psychophysicists have suggested there are more - Western experts have 

       traditionally identified four taste sensitive areas of the tongue – sweet, sour, bitter and which  

       other?           Salty 

   b. Which part of the eye contains light-sensitive cells?      Retina 

   c. What is ‘anosmia’?          Loss of the sense of smell 

 

5. Sport in Late Feb/ Early March 

   a. Which batsman made 158, England’s highest score in the Cricket World Cup against India ?  Andrew Strauss 

   b. Which German golfer displaced England’s Lee Westwood as No.1 in the World Rankings?  Martin Kaymer  

   c. Manchester City’s Kolo Toure became the first footballer at a Premier League club since 

       Adrian Mutu in 2004 to do what?        Fail a drugs test 

 

6. TV connections - which actor or actress connects: 

   a. The Dustbinmen – Are You Being Served?       Trevor Bannister 

   b. The Rotter’s Club – Where The Heart Is?       Sarah Lancashire 

   c. Auf Wiedersehen Pet – Outside Edge – The Street?      Timothy Spall 

 

7. Momentous Events - I’ll give a date – tell me what happened: 

   a. 12
th
 April 1961?          Yuri Gagarin becomes first man  

            in space 

   b. 22
nd
 November 1963?          Assassination of John F 

            Kennedy 

   c. 11
th
 February 1990?          Release of Nelson Mandela 

 

8. World Myths 

   a. Who is the Hindu Goddess of death and destruction?      Kali 

   b. In Norse myth what was the home of the Gods reached by crossing a rainbow bridge?  Asgard 

   c. Which Egyptian God of the sky had a falcon’s head?       Horus 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ROUND  SEVEN  Individual Questions. Pick a number 1 to 10. 2pts for a correct answer. 1pt for a bonus. 

 

1. Which liqueur bears the initials D.O.M. on every bottle?      Benedictine 

2. What is remembered by the festival of Childermas on 28
th
 December?    Massacre of the Innocents 

3. What did Lunik 3 first photograph in 1959?       Far Side of the Moon 

4. What is the stage name of Paul and Barry Elliot?       The Chuckle Brothers 

5. What is measured by a Campbell-Stokes recorder?       Sunlight 

6. Which cocktail is named after Vyacheslav Scriabin?      Molotov (his adopted name) 

7. The delicacy kopi luwak is coffee beans partly digested by which creature?    Civet 

8. Which car is named after the French founder of Detroit?      Cadillac 

9. Which academy was founded by Herbert Beerbohm Tree?      Rada 

10.Uziel Gal invented which weapon?        Uzi Submachine Gun 

 

ROUND  EIGHT – Team Questions. Pick a number 1 to 8. 1pt for a correct answer. 1pt for a bonus. 

 

1.The Rolling Stones 

    a. Born February 1942,Who was an early leader and founder of the band?    Brian Jones 

    b. Who became the Stone’s manager in 1963?       Andrew Loog Oldham 

    c. What was the band’s first UK No.1?        It’s All Over Now 

 

2. Manchester United 

    a. What is the nickname of the wealthy group of Manchester United fans reputed to have put in 

        a bid to buy the club from the Glazers last year?       Red Knights 

    b. Which team were acutely embarrassed by the discovery of a fan taunting Manchester United 

        fans about the Munich disaster on their official FA Cup video?     Crawley Town 

    c. Which became the latest TV channel to upset Sir Alex Ferguson and have him refuse to 

        appear after releasing a video on which he criticised referees?     Surprisingly – Man Utd TV 

 

3. English Counties 

    a. The most easterly point of England is in which county?      Suffolk (Lowestoft) 

    b. Natives of which county are sometimes rather disrespectfully called ‘Moonrakers’?   Wiltshire 

    c. Which county has an area called The Dukeries?       Nottinghamshire 

 

4. Who Said It 

    a. Who preferred 50, 000 rifles to 50, 000 votes?       Mussolini 

    b. Who said ‘No man is good enough to govern another without that other’s consent’?   Abraham Lincoln 

    c. Which film director said ‘There is no terror in a bang – only in the suspense’?   Alfred Hitchcock 

 

5. Where is it worn? On which part of the body should the following be worn: 

    a. Chaparajos?           Legs (Chaps) 

    b. Peruke?           Head (Wig) 

    c. Buskin?           Foot (Boot) 

 

6. Booze 

    a. Which famous brewer resides at Cockermouth in Cumbria?     Jennings 

    b. Which is the only French wine region to name its wines after the grape used?   Alsace 

    c. Which country was the first to distil gin?       Holland 

 

7. Fictional Professors 

    a. In which 1989 movie did Professor John Keating inspire his pupils?    The Dead Poet’s Society 

    b. Who is the most famous student of the archaeology Professor, Abner Ravenwood?   Indiana Jones 

    c. Which professor was created by Conan Doyle for his 1912 novel The Lost World?   Professor Challenger 

 

8. Historical Rulers 

    a. Stanislaus II Augustus was the last king of which country?     Poland 

    b. Which country was ruled by the House of Capet from 987 to 1328?    France 

    c. Which legendary rich king was the last monarch of Lydia?     Croesus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BEER  ROUND 

 

Use remaining Individual Questions for the Individual Round. 

 

 

Team Questions.  

 

1. 

    a. Which coin ceased to be legal tender in the UK in 1980?     Sixpenny Piece 

    b. What  shape is something described as annular?      Ring Shaped 

    c. Which is the USA’s Buckeye State?       Ohio 

 

 

2. 

    a. Which coin ceased to be legal tender in the UK in 1984?     Half penny (Decimal) 

    b. What  shape is something described as reniform?     Kidney Shaped 

    c. Which is the USA’s Pine Tree State?       Maine. 

 

 

Set  by  PG 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


